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■NEW MEMBERS are asked to read the following!..—

A* • DEVS a«aber you'll get access froa tiae to tiae to unique Duke aateriel. Please bear in aind
that such aaterial is to be handled with care and eoaaon sense. It aust under no eircuastanees be
used for eoaaercial purposes. Anyone aeaber being caught with having passed on such aaterial for
eoaMrcial purposes will result in cancelling his aeabership, his naae published and inforaation
handed over to other societies siailar to DENS. As a DE1E aeaber please help see to that this
siaple rule is followed. Thus we will be able to continue future special offers, such as tapes,
AZURE-releases, etc etc. ALL FOR THE LOVE OF DUKE !

gTSlTfis-----
erst be addressed and pay.

oTTTT 5Tul“
HOHEY TRANSACTIONS with DEI6 a
able toi Birgit Island

Box *026 .. ..
S- 175 OA JARFALLA
Sweden

As a result of the present international currency aarket
ups-and-dovns one of the following alternatives aust be
used (a repeat froa previous Bulletins)!
1) Cash (the easiest and fastest way. Ho exchange eosts

involved;
In case you absolutely has to use a bank cheque!

2)

5)

I.i.O. (International Honey Order via your local Post
offioe) - preferably the sum in Swedish Crowns
(ÿ SEK). HO exchange eosts involved.

In European eontriea you aay, in aost eases to your
own advantage, use the following Postal Account (via
your Post Office - or Bank) Ho exchange costs*

Birgit Island, Acent. H° 4*1 21 72
Centre de Cheques Posteux,
S- 105 06 STOCKHOLM,
Sweden

SEK 30:- mist be added to cover banking charges!

1.

OCMS » • non-profit organic*ion, spending on votontarify of farad assistance m time and material Sponsors ir« welcomed Membersnip »s free * write OEMS for further information

NEW RELEASES
AND RE-RELEA8E8

Century (J) 20EL- 5503 "DE IN CONCERT"

This is a "picture disc" with the same portrait of a young
Duke on both sides. The contents has the 27Jun53 ONS plus
3 titles from the 21Jan51 Metropolitan House Conoert.(Xuze)
DEMS: The One Night Stand portion cooes from tha APRS
"ONS"-3363. He know of only three titles earlier to hav#
been released, on Joyce 1079.
fuze: As far as I know "Saada” and "Jam With Sam" are
now appearing on LP for the first time. Origin! Blue Note,
Ch:cage.

ubio 2308-2*7 "DE IN THE UNCOMMON MARKET"

Circle CLP -103 "DUKE ELLINGTON AND HIS ORCHESTRA"
"VOLUME THREE"

9Mov*3 Thrce-Cent Stomp (take -3) / I Wonder Why (* takes)
/ Go Away Blues / I Don't Want Anybody At All (If I Can't
Have You) / Ain't Misbehavin' / Things Ain't What They Used
To Be / Baby, Please Stop! And Think About Me (3 takes) /
/ Caravan
Here is the third of nine volumes in the Duke Ellington
WORLD BROADCASTING series, and hera are further hitherto
unknown takes to enjoy. Enjoy it!

GNP Crescendo(US)
CONCERT"

GNPS-90*5 "THE 1953 PASADENA
(also on cassette)

3CMar53 The Tattooed Bride / Diminuendo In Blue - Crescen¬
do In Blue / The Hawk Talks / Monologue / St. Louis Blues
/ V,I.P.'s Boogie - Jam With Sam / Whithout a Song /Do
Nothin' Till You Hear From Me / Street Blues (as "Bluss"
on the label) / Perdido / Ellington Medley
This has earlier been available in Europe on the Jazz Vo¬
gue label, but then not mentioned in the Bull.

SIDE ONE! Buie /Silk Laoe /Asphalt Jungle / Star-Crossed
Lovers / Getting Sentimental Over You (see below) / E.S.P.
(Extra Sensory Reception)
SIDE TWO: Paris Blues (see below) / The Shepherd (First
concept) / The Shepherd (Second concept) / Kinda Dukish

(Nielsen)
Or. fch« cover Stanley Pane* claims that "Paris Blues
is here given an antirely different threatment to the
original." Sure, the record plays "Guitar Amour" and Duke
even tells us so - and the "Guitar Amour" arrangement is
the common one. "In A Sentimental Mood" - Duke mentiones
the title even on this one - is both on label and cover
named "Getting Sentimental Over You". Dance, in his part
of the oover-taxt, is correct on this one.
"Boola" ("Bula" on label and cover), "Silk Laoe" and
"Guitar Amour" probably emanate from the early 19&3 Euro¬
pean tour, maybe also "Asphalt Jungle" and "Starcrossed
Lovers".
The two "Shepherd"-takes must be from 27Jul66. Granz in¬
forms us that "Kinda Dukish" ia from the same occasion
(sounds like it) and should therefore be added to DESOR.
Aside from sloppy works on label and oover, tha music is
just glorious. That is what counts. Still, when supposed
serious record producers can afford such indiffarenca and
vagueness as mentioned above, it certainly gives food for
serious thought. (Renberg)
OEMS! Yes, it is teken too lightly, end hardly politely.
Aaslend comment! The oover front shows 3 origins: Pasta-
citte, Stockholm, and St. Peul-de-Vence. It's a pity the
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NEW RELEASES

actual origins aren't specified for the various selections
except for "Shepherd"/"Dukish" which were recorded at the
Foundation Maeght (Musee d'Art Pictural), St. Paul-de-
Vence, The session started with a then untitled piano
piece, later identified as "Tingling Is A Happiness".
This part is not included in the IP release.

Tobacco Road B-2700 "IE 'LULLABY OF BIRDLAND'"
(also on cassette MB -92700)

SIDE 1: Magenta Haze /Blue Abandon /Lullaby Of Birdland /
/Diminuendo In Blue/Unbooted Character/Suberbanite (sic!)
/Indiana / Blue Skies /Manhattan Murals
SIIE 2i Lush Life/Just A Sittin' And Rockin'/Don't Blame
Me/Everything Goes/Tea For Two/I Can't Believe That You're
In Love Vith Me/Scmeone

\J S.B.O. C-38-7680 (Compact Disc) "DUKE ELLINGTON"

S.R.O. (Standing Room Only) is a generic title for a Jap¬
anese series, all supposedly recorded in Europe. The fol¬
lowing is Sjef Hoefsmit's amazing detective work on what
the contents really is:
3Jul66 HEWPORT JF: Take The A Train /1 Got It Bad / Things
Ain't What They .../Wings And Things/West Indian Pancake/
/Black And Tan Fantasy/ Creole Love Call/The Mooch# /Soul

JL Call / El Viti (mistakenly titled "El Gato") / The Opener, (aistakenly titled "Open House") / Rockin' In Rhythm /Jam
With Sam / 18Sep65 MONTEREY JF: Ad Lib On Nippon / 1Nov69

/ Paris 2nd concert: C Jam Blues/ 196? BLUE NOTE, Chicago:
S$ 1 (Markle)

DEMS: As found out by Sjef the contents consists of
material earlier issued on the "I Giganti del Jazz"
series (see previous Bulletins).

Recently I stumbled over some DE records in a discount
store in Copenhagen. There were a lot of LPs all with the
same design. On the backside of the oovers 200 releases
are listed, out of which 4 are DE, There are no disco-
graphical information whatsoever. Aside from the LP list¬
ed above, there are Tobacco Road B-2529, B-2650, and B-
2694. An interesting detail: Even if the label is called
"Tobacco Road" and B-2694 and B-2700 carry the name, the
B-2650 (exactly the same cover, etc) has a label on the
record proper called "Big Band Era" vith a no.: 20132 be¬
sides the B/2650, The music on the records is of fine DE
quality, although the technical level is very varying.
Many of the selections sees to come from radio-transcript¬
ions, etc, and the length is very different, from 1-2
minutes to 5-6, quite a lot vith spoken comments and ap¬
plause. I hope DEMS and Bulletin readers might be of
help, (Schjÿtt)

EDITORIAL
Scores of letters have reached us oonoeming the CA-4 cassette, everyone fearing they lost their opportunities to
obtain a copy. However, the CA-5 cassette happened to be ready prior to the planned CA-4 one. As soon as
the CA-4 cassette is ready for presentation you'll be informed. There are a few other cassettes planned too. More
about this in the next bulletin,
The first bunch of CA-5 cassettes were gone in a jiffy, leaving many further orders pending. A second bunch from the
Netherlands was delayed due to a strike in Sweden also affecting postal customs, but as soon as they finally arrived
they were off to eagerly awating members in the queue. This time too all sent leaving further members
forced to wait still a little longer. A third portion is under preparation and expected to arrive within short, and
then off they'll go.
Due to temporary difficulties beyond our control (force majeure) this 86/4 issue is somewhat delayed. The situation
also affected DEK5 activities durirg the past three months, one result being that the promised more detailed Elling¬
ton '86 report failed to reach the deadline for this issue. Die disturbances also affects a few orders for xeroxed
bulletin back issues. So sorry.
Some members have expressed interest in the way we ship the bulletin throughout the world. Veil, in oase not all
copies can be mailed in one and a sane day the order of shipment always is following prioroty, thus: (1) Australia/
/Japan/Havaii/South America, (2) Canada/U.S.A,, (3) Continental Europe/Britain, (4) all Scandinavia.
The DEMS Bulletins are now to reach their 8th year. Future expectations for DEMS activities are splendid. Highly in¬
teresting investigation results in Duke Ellington fields are about to be presented in coming bulletins - and we mean
highly interesting.
Finally: Again we feel we must put your attention to our plea concerning money transactions vith DEMS (please oonsult
shat is said on the front page). Kindly try to avoid any kind of bank checks (Swedish banks always inventing all
kinds of additional fees in connection vith money transactions). Consequently we again ask European members first¬
hand to use our Postal Account, as initiated by your local Post Office. The rest of the world should firsthand try
to use an International Money Order (IMO) - you'll get help at your local Post Offioe, If mo local restrictons you
may envelope current paper money in an ordinary letter, registered if you would feel more safe about it before send-
ir% it to us. If you absolutely has to use a bank, please advise the bank to transfer the oheok to our Postal Acent.
(mentioned above and on front page of this issue). Thank you!

Seasonal Greetings and All The Best For The Year of 1967!
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DISCUSSIONS - ADDITIONS -
TAKE IT EASY (liar t According to info on JazzSoc.

JP-6, CBS 67264 and TJM VLP-73, and my ears, "Take It
Easy" (Pathe/Cameo versions) on VJM VLP-9 is take 1, or
A, not B as stated in Bakker. Can DEMS help stating the
correct original issues for the two take numbers, and how
they correspond with the LP releases? (Renberg)
DEMS; We cf DEMS82/5-4* "As stated in BU1181/4, p.1, Ca¬
meo and Pathe groups used their own control number series
respectively. In this case, Take It Easy, Cameo used 2946
(A & B), whilst Pathe used 108081-1, equivalent to 2946A.
Two takes only were recorded."
The following table gives us, as to our knowledge, the va¬
rious issues, original ones mentioned first;

2946-a
108061-1

2946-B

Pathe 36787, AFCDJ A-017, Perfect 14968
CBS 67264, Jazz Panorama LP-6
Cameo 8188, Lincoln 2843, Romeo 618
CBS 67264, Collector's Classics CC-4,
Jazz Panorama LP-6, Monkey MY-400009,
VJM VLP-9, "White label" (279/280).

(For VLP-73 we have no comments).

f The following Is from a letter to Benny Aasland from
Dance: "Your recent detective work in DEMS on the

Danish broadcasts interested me very much. — For the
most part, what you have been hearing derived, 1 think,
from master tapes or mono safeties. The details, under¬
standably, do not always accord with those on the collect¬
ion of Duke reference tapes which I have here.
At the end of each session, Duke would always ask for a
reference tape (7?) of the takes he had selected for re¬
lease or for further consideration. He used to keep these
tapes in two oabinets in his bedroom, and sometimes, when
he and Mercer were on the road, he would ask me to go and
find some that he needed to hear. This wasn't very con¬
venient, even after I had numbered all the boxes and made
a rough catalogue of them. Eventually, he had them all
sent up to my house in Connecticut, where he could call
and get whatever he wanted with little delay.
These tapes seldom contain more than one take of each
number, because he never expected or wanted alternatives
to be issued. He often took expensive time in the studio
after the sessions to listen to playbacks before making a
final decision,
Where the master tapes are concerned, I would say that
the dates given are nearly always correct, although my
notebook shows one or two minor differences. Sometimes
Duke's memory may have been at fault when he asked for a
date, or when he had scribbled one on a box, as in the
case of March 1956 session you corrected in DEMS86/2,
Titles are, however, a different matter.
Duke did not attach much importance to titles, often
altering them several times, as you've discovered. It is

not for us to decide which is the definitive title. I'm sure he always thought of AFRO-BOSSA as BULA, for example.
MOUNT HARISSA was originally NOB HILL, and so on. In writing liner notes I have thought it best to accept title data
as given, or as announced by the maestro on live recordings. Sometimes the changes have been made for perfectly
valid reasons, contractual or otherwise, that we do not know about. A liner note writer's function is not that of a
critic, anyway!
In the review of THE INTIMACY OF THE BLUES in DEK506/3, there seems to be an interference that I invented the title
COMBO SUITE. I don t do that sort of thing, and never have. Enclosed is a xerox of the envelope on which Duke wrote
titles for the five untitled numbers while he were in Vegas. He even changed DOWN HOME, 'WAY BACK to OUT SOUTH.
COMBO SUITE was how he referred to the results of that session afterwards, although in the studio he had called it
HI FI FO FUM!
The titles that were recorded in Vegas were added to replace others that were on one of the live albums made in Eng¬
land, That is, he felt the same title, whether studio or live, should not be repeated so soon, little knowing how
long it would be before Fantasy issued their album. I remember that I then had to take the new masters into Fantasy
after the band left, as I recall, for Japan."

DEMS remarks: Great thanks to Stanley for the highly interesting insights in Duke matters told above. As for COMBO
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DISCUSSIONS/ADOITIONS/CQRRECTIONS(ctd.)
SUITE as mentioned in DEMS86/3-7 we trust our members to
understand what was written: "... Such reference has not
been found anywhere else, only for this LP release." -- and we were right. Right?!

Talking (writing) of liner notes, I sometimes wonder
who reads then. Only one critic, Shirley Klett in Cadence,
remarked on a typical typographical error in the notes
to HOT AND BOTHERED on Dr. Jazz. I had pointed out the
relationship between COOTIE'S CONCERTO and ECHOES OF HAR¬
LEM, and between CONCERTO FOR COOTIE and DO NOTHIN" TILL
YOU HEAR. I think the printer Bust have thought COOTIEÿ
CONCERTO and CONCERTO FOR COOTIE were the same thing, and
then left out six or seven words that destroyed the mean¬
ing. (Dance)

Re VIDEO NEWS: a) The Ellington naterial on Swingtiae
Video Vol.-112(w. Webster, Nance, Jordan et al. is not
from 1947, **t fTom 1<ÿ2* th® RK0 short filn ELLING¬
TON AND HIS ORCHESTRA ("jamboree" series");
b) Similarly, the material on Vol-118, while from 1952,
is not from soundies, but from the oft— discussed Snader
Telescriptions, as is the Hampton material on said videoJ
cassette. (Stratemann)V I think DRAGON BLUES (28Dec66) should really be DRAG-

• „ , „ ,
_

, N ... GIN' BLUES, that the engineer who wrote "dragon" on the
AIN'T NOTHIN j NOTHIN; BABY (UEMS06/3-1) can hardly or .ÿunderstood .hat Duke said. It's an im-

emanate from the Cotton Clubin 1958. More likely it ought probable title ts is# (Dance)
to be a piece from the 1950's. (Bruer) Aasland reffiarkJ ftis confirms j have in my files,

The singer on DRINKING AGAIN (3Jul62) was a guy named ' the original report from the 28Dec66 session where this
Jimmy Dale and I think the six titles made at that session title is given as DRAGGIN' BLUES. Consequently correct-
were paid for by his father and made as demos. The pianist ions should be carried out in the Radio Denmark listings
was Dave Rivera. (Dance) in DEMS86/3-2, the 28Dec66 listing.

"DE PRESENTS THE DOLLAR BRAND TRIO" (DEMS86/3-1): DESOR additions: 1l64g and 1169 "Unknown Title J" -This is probably the first Dollar Brand LP release. Here m "Blues With Bridge" ■ "Something Else" * "A Little Ji-
are details as presented in Jepsen's discography: ve" (these titles appear in the Mercer Ellington oollect-

DOLLAR BRAJ-D ion).
Doiur Br.nd(p), johnny N.k.y Ht.hoko(dr). DESOR Il97aa "Unknown Title K" - "N.o Creole". (Busk)

ial. Although I had nothing to do with Bob Thiele's se¬
lection, as annotator I had naturally to deal with what
he had chosen and the way it was programmed. (Dance)
Aaslandt The following is a listing as from my tape from
the event: SECOND TIME AROUND/1. LETT MY BABY IN SAN FRAN¬
CISCO/HELLO, DOLLY!/MOOD INDIGO /SATIN DOLL/DO NOTHIN'
TILL YOU HEAR FROM UE/SILK LACE/Unidentified (Isfahan?)/I
GOT IT BAD/STAR-CROSSED LOVERS/BANQUET SCENE/TOOTIE FOR
COOTIE/SUMMERTIME/C JAM BLUES/HAPPY-GO-LUCKY LOCAL/THINGS
AIN'T WHAT .../GUITAR AMOUR CHA-CHA-CHA/DANKE SCHOEN/COT-
TON TAIL/STOMPIN' AT THE SAVOY/ JEEP'S BLUES/l CAN'T STOP
LOVING YOU /DIM.tCRESC. IN BLUE /SATIN DOLL.

DRAGON BLUES (06/5-1 & 66/2): It is perhaps of anec-
dotal interest only, but nevertheless: The tune we know
as either DRAGON BLUES or BUNDLE OF BLUES was first re¬
corded under its original title DRAGON BLUES on 9Hay33*
as we all know. The next week, Irving Mills arranged for
the Ellington band to do the Paramount short film A BUNDLE
OF BLUES. Thus, when the band went into the . recording
studios again, on l6May33, and recorded the number, the
title of the upcoming short film (made another week later)
was used in anticipation. (Stratemann)

P*ris, February 19<>3
Reprise <S)R61U,Reprl««(F) RVbo272388 Dollar's Dance

2389 Kipp!
259o Brilliant Corners
2591 Jumping Robe
2592 Ubu Suku
2593 The Stride

(Bruer)

0The BUD POWELL session mentioned in MOW (DEM506ÿti):
Here are details as presented in Jepsen's discography. The
two titles in Aasland's collection seem however to be the
ones not used for the LP release.
mD POVPJL TRIO :

Bud Fov*U(p), Cllbart Rov«r«(b), Kansas Fialds(dr)
Paris,February 1963

2439 Mow High The Hoon Reprise R(S)6o98, Vg(F) RV6o25
244o Dear Old Stockholm
2441 Body And Soul
2442 Jordu
2443 Beets And 1
2444 Satin Doll
2445 Parisian Thoroughfare
2446 1 Can*t Get Started
2447 Little Benny

Pablo 2308-242 "THE STOCKHOLM CONCERT 1966" (DEMS85/2
pÿ1 & 3): Date given as 7Feb66 is false. Thanks to Mr.
Hoefsmit the correct date turned out to be 8Feb66 with
selections from video-recordings made that date at the
Circus, Stockholm, (Aasland)

■■ ■■■■■■■--......- ■ ■'■(Ctd, page 6)

SAD NEWS We have lost Mr, Joe Igo, a devoted Duke El¬
lington follower and discographer. A great loss. He will
long be remembered,

CWREHI6H
tThe total number of cassettes in connection with the

availability of the Radio Denmark broadcasts (see bottom
of page 8 in previous bulletin) should be 36, not 38, as
erroneously stated. _" ~

\j WANTED

(Bruer) VHS recording of the Granada TV telecast on 24May65 pre-
„. senting a Manchester concert by Duke and the band.A question: Two interviews are mentioned in the 86/3

___
. . nruc

bulletin, one with a date of 20Dec66 (Busk, p.2), done by
"Harry Whinston" for "CBS", another with a date of 17Aug67
"Henry Whiston" for CBC (p.6, Azure CA—5). I trust that
both were done for CBC, rather than CBS, and that the in- An extremely rare Duke Ellington program from the famous

AN UNIQUE OCCASION

terviewer in both cases was Harry Whiston. Any comments?
(Stratemann)

■J•
one month tour in Sweden 1939* 8 pages (24x 31) with a
short Duke biography,dates about each band member, Duke's

TATO

____
. o . ... opinion about jazz, list of recording pseudonyms, and aTAJM, Duke told me, was written in Sweden, and the / . , ’ A

_
, ,„ * f

777* fho iJB.— nice things about Duke himself.
The program is autographed by Duke (next to his photo) astitle was the name of a candy, only the first letter being

different. Do you know of such? (Dance)
Aasland: Yes, it is a welknown candy named DAJM.

1 don't quite understand why you think I had no know¬
ledge of the performance sequence at the Holiday Ballroom
on 3lMay64, because I had a tape of this whole thing. But
no record company wants references made to omitted mater-

well as by all 13 orchestra members!
For sale to highest bidder,
Please contact: Mrs. Ruth Ennerberg,

Svartinge Udde,
S-60590 NORRKOPING,
Sweden.



PITTER. PANTHER. PATTER. Part UL
A further 2k bars from this incredibly iapish and cheerful composition. Here it is difficult, Dl_IK
as more often than not the Duke's presentations, to deicide where arrangement ends and im¬
provisation begins, but I feel this is no bad thing* the music is seamless, continuous and
therefore never sound at all contrived* This is the result of direction by a master oooposer.
There is much good humour to be discovered here, Blanton being the prime jester — always
tasteful — on this occassion:
See Bars 39/40j An amusing 'steal' from the old Viennese song Ach Du Liber Augustin. Alban
Berg (1685 - 1935), another composer of adventurous spirit and flbVastlrig tecnnical aCooraplish-
ment, who was born, lived and died in Vienna, included this tune in his Violin Concerto which
was published posthumously in 1936. Even before that, it had turned up in England as a popular
music-hall ditty, The More We Are Together. A much-travelled jingle indeed!
Also see Bars kÿ/kki A direct quote from Dvorak's Humoresque y aptly sustaining the general
mood. And a glance back to Bar 15 in Part II of this transcription series reveals that Jimmy
had already used a fragment of this tonic-based melody. There, however, executed over an im¬
plied dominant-7th harmony.
What an entertaining and effevescent mixture this piece has turned out to be so far — and
there's much more to come!
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The International Duke Ellington Study Group will meet in Canada for
the first time when the Toronto Chapter of the Duke Ellington Society
hosts the 5th Annual International Conference.Place:

Inn on the Park, 1 1GO Eglinton /Xv/enne East,
TORONTO, Ont. M3C 1 H8
Canada
A For details write: ELLINGTON '87 - Duke in Canada

95 Thorncliffe Park Drive, Suite 2906
TORONTO, Ont.

__
Canada
_

DISCUSSIONS/ADDITIONS/CORRECTIONS Cctd.)

The following I came across while researching the
short film »TWE GOOD OLD DAYS ARE TOMORROW” and the below
titles are as heard in a 55-minute TV program titled
"DUKE ELLINGTON AND FRIENDS", which is a composite from
video material taped during the two master classes Elling¬
ton held during "Duke Ellington Week" (17— 21Jul72) at
UWIS. I have also consulted Mr, Hoefsmit to check the re¬
sult of my investigation!
Madison, WI, University of Wisconsin (Mills Hall) 20Jul72

2!00 p.m. (DE with Brooks Kerr t 'Two Ton' Baker) i

TAKE THE A TRAIN pKerr
(see Hoefsmit comment below!)

The 2nd Willie 'The Lion' Smith theme of RELAXIN' pKerr
A Willie Smith theme from l'M ALL OUT OF BREATH(?) pKerr
CAROLINA SHOUT pKerr
SODA FOUNTAIN RAG (breakdown) pDE
SODA FOUNTAIN RAG (complete) pKerr
I'M AFRAID (OF LOVIN' YOU TOO MUCH) (partial) pBaker
i'll AFRAID (OF LOVIN' YOU TOO MUCH) pBaker l also

reciting the lyrics in company with Ellington
DANCERS IN LOVE pBaker, with DC "choreographing"

audience's finger snapping
THE ANTICIPATION pDE

(DESOR 1369 ahould be changed according to the above)
Madison, WI (same origination as above) 21Jul72

2:00 (DE, FG)i

m\~\ 1L7

with the band must have taken place between Oct62 and
I4l*ar63. STAR-CROSSED LOVERS and E.S.P. are from Milano,
Consevatorlo G7 Verdi, 21Feb63# 0or belief is that also IN
A SENTIMENTAL MOOD (erroneously as GETTING SENTIMENTAL

rovra~YQu) comes from this session, EÿSÿPÿ is also a little
bit strange as a title. It is EROA£JSTOEAM, teen
in DESOR called U.M.G. (l2Sep62l). or P.B.G. in Bercer's
listing in the Radio Denamark donation, or E3T as on the
tape box included in said donation. On a broadcast on
21Feb63 (RAI) the Italian lady speaker called it "Elegan¬
te, Compito, Sympetico (unfortunately a cut lathe recording,
followed by)f "S"t "T", This could confirm the title E,S,

ft have .newer heard of this EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION,

However, as said, it is BROAD STREAM, For THE SHEPHERD
and KINDA DUKISH the recordings seem to be complete,
though one can never be sure. In DESOR 1040 the "second
conception" lacks the very last part. In DESOR there is a
great number of repeated second themes concluded by
the coda. On the LP, however, the coda is a pass of 4 bars
and there isra repeat of the first theme before coming to
the end. In comparison the film sound track has a mixture
of both concepts starting with the second concept. Then
it goes on with the first concept. The rest is probably
also taken from both concepts. We hadn't the time to i-
dentify every chorus. The LP version of KINDA DUKISH is
the same as on the sound track, with the middle part
edited out, (Hoefsmit -Aasland)

Unidentified "Russian" tune pDE
A BLUE MURAL FROM TWO PERSPECTIVES pDE
HAPPY REUNION pDE tsPG
TAKE THE A TRAIN (see Hoefsmit comment below!)

(New info to be added to DESOR) (Stratemann)
Hoefsmit: TAKE THE A TRAIN at the start is the same as at
the very end, I believe it to come from another session.
I remember I have once seen a video recoding from his
stay at UWIS where Brooks Kerr did TAKE THE A TRAIN for a
small group of older nice ladies during one of his re¬
citals, I have no idea as to what the "Russian1? tane could
be. It could simply be a fantasy by Duke.

Pablo 2306.247 (see Bulletin front page): If the per¬
sonnel mentioned on the cover is correct all recordings

LATE ARRIVAL

31 May 64 (see DEMSd6/l-»7< and oompare page 4 this
issue): I have received information from John Gill about
the Holiday Ballroom session. He confirmed the sequence
as being: SECOND TIME AROUND/I LEFT MY HEART IN SAN FRAN¬
CISCO/ HELLO, DOLLY! /HELLO, DOLLY! (encore)/M00D INDIGO/
/SATIN DOLL/DO NOTHIN' .../SILK LACE/DANCE NO.3 from Li¬
berian Saite/l GOT IT BAD/ISFAHAN/BANQUET/TOOTIE FOR COO¬
TIE / SUMMERTIME / C JAM BLUES / HAPPY-GO-LUCKY LOCAL/THINGS
AIN'T .../THINGS AIN'T ... ,(encore)/ GUITAR AMOUR /DANKE
SCHOEN / COTTON TAIL / STOMPIN' AT THE SAVOY/JEEP'S BLUES/l
CAN'T STOP LOVIN' YOU / DIM t CRES. IN BLUE/SATIN DOLL &
Close/SKILLIPOOP(nc). However, personally I believe SKIL-
UPOOP was played followiiÿ BANQUET SCENE, (Hoefsmit)

Duke Ellington Cancer Screening Center
The Ellington Center provides cancer-screening exams and cancer prevention programs and treatment for performance
related problems, for musicians, singers, dancers, and actors - with musicians the most represented group to date,
The program was made possible by a $125,000 grant from the Duke Ellington Cancer Center. To help protect an even
greater number of performers from cancer we hope you will consider supporting the efforts. If you can help, pleace
make your check (tax-deductible) out to ST. LUKE'S-ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER , 428 West 59th St., NEW YORK, NY 10019,
U*S„A._




